ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Statistics is the study of collection, analysis, interpretation, presentation, and organization of data [1] . The asphalt laboratories for quality control perform several tests on produced asphalt mixtures. Test results are evaluated with statistic tools. Statistics is used in asphalt industry as a mean for identifying quality anomalies at asphalt mixture production. In our study, statistical methods were used to determine main factors affecting on low temperature properties of asphalt. Standardized test for determination resistance of asphalt pavement to low temperatures is using physical fact that at low temperatures asphalt pavement is contracting. If the contraction due to cooling is prevented, than with falling temperatures tensile stress is increasing. When maximum tensile strength in the asphalt specimen is reached, fracture (micro-cracking in the binder matrix) occurs [2] . On the asphalt pavement such damages appear primarily due to temperature changes, changes in bituminous binder, excessive traffic load and/or deficiencies in construction and maintenance. So, the knowledge about the behaviour of cracks is essential both for researchers, planners and civil engineers [3, 4, 5] . We are aware that low temperature cracking occurs largely due to loss of durability during cold storage and during time in service and so neither of these are captured by the TSRST tests or the UTST. On the other hand these tests can simulate crack initiation as important part of crack propagation process. But 
DATA
The data for multivariate statistical analysis of SMA is obtained from literature [6] and from some laboratories performing low temperatures tests: TU Braunschweig (D), TU Wien (A), Ramtech (CRO) and ZAG (SI). Table 1 shows the results of TSRST and UTST tests. According to the standard EN 12697-46 [7] UTST test is carried out at temperature T = 20, 5, -10 and -25 °C, but due to the fact that some of the laboratories don't carry out the UTST at temperature T = 20°C, this temperature was not included in this analysis. From TSRST we obtained tension stress at failure σcry,f and temperature at failure Tf, from both tests we calculated tensile strength reserve Δt(T) [6] and corresponding temperature TΔβtmax. Equation for tensile strength reserve is:
In Table 1 we can see that all test results are in the range x ± 3 • s. First Grubbs test [8] was performed to detect outliers. In column RESERVE Δβtmax, there is at least one minimum extreme value that deviates from normally distributed population. Since the value of Gmin in column RESERVE Δβtmax doesn't deviate much from the required Gmin (< 2.9033), this extreme is not removed from the population. 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)

General
Principal component analysis (PCA) [9] is an orthogonal linear transformation of data to a new coordinate system. The greatest variance by some projection of the data lies on the first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on. Fig. 1 is an example of the two-dimensional space of original variables X1 and X2, together with its main corresponding principal components Y1 and Y2. Since the correlation between X1 and X2 is large, Y1 can successfully replace both starting variables X1 in X2. Two-dimensional space is transformed into a one-dimensional, with minimum loss of information. 
Analysis and results
Principal component analysis (PCA) is carried out to establish the interdependence of variables TSRST σcry,f, TSRST Tf, UTST 5 °C, UTST −10 °C, UTST −25 °C, Δβtmax and TΔβtmax. Table 2 It can be seen that the clusters overlap and from this we can assume that none of laboratories have significant systemic error at performing low temperature test. Due to the fact that overlap between the clusters is the smallest, it can be concluded that moderate difference was found between results from ZAG and from TU Wien. With additional study we found some reasons for that difference [5] . The largest cluster on Fig. 3 belongs to TU Braunschweig, which shows the highest variability between the measurements. The reason for such high variability can be higher variability of tested materials (e.g. the type of bitumen, a mixture of stone aggregate) or lower accuracy of measurements. 
PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES (PLS)
General
Partial least squares regression (PLS regression) [10] is a statistical method that is used to find a linear regression model by projecting the predicted variables and the observable variables to a new space. PLS regression is useful when the matrix of predictors has more variables than observations. Figure 4 shows a geometric representation of PLS regression [11] . Mean-centered and scaled fictitious X and Y data sets are illustrated as a cloud of points in each variable space. Only three variable axes are displayed respectively (X1, X2, X3 and Y1, Y2, Y3). Use of PLS regression analysis results in linear combinations of the original X and Y variables, respectively, which creates new or 'latent' variables (T1 and U1). These latent variables -also called X and Y scores -are essentially identical to principal components. The PLS regression model improves the relationship between the X and Y axes because the iterative algorithm used, exchanges scores between the two data sets and therefore, defines the latent variables in the X data set that have high covariance with those in the Y data set. Covariance is sought in each dimension, and once it is found in one dimension, the X data set is decomposed at the same time as the predicted Y data set is created. In essence, PLS regression simultaneously projects the X and Y variables onto a common subspace (TU) in such a manner that there is a close relationship between the position of one observation on the X plane and its corresponding position on the Y plane. This approach creates a PLS regression component for the first modeled dimension T1 and U1 [11] . 
Analysis and results
With multivariate statistical method of Partial least squares (PLS) we are checking the impact of the input variables X (TSRST σcry,f, TSRST Tf, UTST 5 °C, UTST −10 °C, UTST −25 °C) and output variables Y (Δβtmax, TΔβtmax). Software XLSTAT was used to perform PLS. Table 3 and Figure 5a are presenting quality of PLS models. With first two components we found Q 2 = 67.4 % and the average R 2 Y and R 2 X is R 2 = 69.7%, which is satisfactory. Table 4 tabular presents matrix of correlations between the variables with the components t in relation to the variables X and Y. Correlations of the variables with first two components are graphically presented in Figure 5b . It can be seen that UTST -10°C and UTST -25°C are near to Δβtmax and TSRST Tf is the close to TΔβtmax, which corresponds to the PCA results. 
The analysis shows a very good correlation between the model (R 2 = 0.945) for the output variable Δβtmax and slightly lower (R 2 = 0.765) for TΔβtmax, but still satisfactory.
We have also taken into account VIP determined with PLS and we prepared a new rational statistic model for prediction low temperature properties of asphalt. 
CONCLUSION
Multivariate statistical analysis of data obtained from low temperatures laboratory tests on Stone mastic asphalt (SMA) mixtures was performed. The PCA method was used for studying interdependence between measured low temperature properties (TSRST, UTST and tensile strength reserve). With first two principal components 72.14% of variability in data was explained. With loading plot of first two principal components, correlations between low temperature properties were presented. The scores plot was used to examine possible variations between different laboratories. We did not find any systematic difference between participating laboratories. With PLS analysis dependence between input variables X (TSRST σcry,f, TSRST Tf, UTST 5 °C, UTST −10 °C, UTST −25 °C) and output variables Y (Δβtmax, TΔβtmax) were evaluated. We found that UTST −10 °C and UTST −25 °C Δβtmax are correlated with Δβtmax and TSRST Tf is correlated with TΔβtmax. Finally statistical model for prediction low temperature properties of asphalt was calculated. Model demands only three input variables (TSRST σcry,f, TSRST Tf and UTST −10 °C) instead of five to get the same characterisation of asphalt low temperature properties.
